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ABSTRACT

1967

A new low and hígh-Irequency com~nsating circuit lar R-C amplílíers

whích ollers several advantages over olher available circuíts is presented. Among

Ihese advantages are [Iery high compensaling lactors -01 the arder 01 several tens-;

either monotonic ar at least non-oscíllatory response,' ability lo cancel Ihe over-

shoot when ji is produced by overcpmpensation,' and circuit simplícity. 1'wo lorms

01 thf' circuít are considered: the "ideal" and the simpkst one. An approximate

analysis lar each case is given, which provides a rcasonable /JTedíction 01 the
results. Sorne experimentalligures are also givell lo verily the va/iditv ollhe

approximatíons.•

•Asesor de la Comisión Nacional d.., Energía Nuclear.
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RES UMEN

ErJ ~sle trabajo se propoTle un nuevo circuito de compensación tanlo de al.

las como de bajas frecuencias para amplífieadm'f!s Re. el cual posee varias ven/a.

jas respeclo dI! O/TOS métodos conocidos. Entre es/as ven/ajas, se pueden señalar

las s ¡guíe n/es: oh/e nc ión de loe lOTe s de e ompe nsacir)n muy altos -Ire cut' ntemente

del arden de varias decenas- " la respues/.z a lar1 elevadas compensaciones se pue-

de mantener monótona o, al menos. 110 oscilan/e; en el caso de que se ~oduzcan

respuestas TlO monótonas por sobrecompensQción. es posible restablecer la mono.

10'lía perdida con el empleo de métodos simples; fina/mpnte, el circuito es suma-

mente sencillo de construi,)' ajustar.

Se ana/iza" en forma aproximada dos formas del circuito: la ideal)' la más

ekmf'ntal posibk. Se presentan, asimismo. algunos resultados experimentales.

l. INTRODUCTION

At present, there is an increosing need for omplifiers with very high figure

of merit ond with extreme requirements upon its 1000-frequency or flat-top response.

By 'ffigure of merit" we will understond in this poper either the harmonic figure of

merit, defined as the goin-bondwidth product, or the tronsient figure of merito de-

fined as the gOin-risetime ratio, unless otherwise noted. It is well knaNn that the

fig •..•.e of merit is limited by the omplifying volve itself ond by the circuit configu-

ration. The conventional compensoting circuits, which leod to the so-eolled video

omplifiers, can introouce, ot most, foctcrs in the figure of merit ot the arder of 2

for two-terminal circuits1 ond of the order of 4 to 5 for four-terminol circuits2 and

generolly with considerable overshoot. For negligible overshoot with fOLl"-terminol

circuits the best known arrongement is that of Dietzold3 with ossocioted foctors

approximotely equol to 2.5. Other circuits COn imp"ove the figure of merit only ot

the expense of simplicity and robustness as in the cose of the feedback choin"

ond the distributed amplifier5, cr are very specialized, os for exomple the neutral-

ized input copocity amplifier6• Besides, feedback in its simpler forms is very
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ineffective in the improvement of the figure of merit; yet in mae elobaroted versions,

as the previously cited feedback chain el' its active~rror form', it can serve this

p!Xpose but with much ¡ncreosed comple:ocity8. Finally, sorne circuits hove been

¡::f'oposed that are capable of yielding high figures of merit, such os that of Golding

ond White 9, characterized by relative complexity f']nd some other undes irable

feotures.

On the other hond, only one circuit is knCM'n for the improvement of the flat-

top response, namely, the decoupling Re circuit in series with t!'le plate load, but

it is insufficient for the s imultaneous compensation of the severol factors offecting

the low-frequency response: the R-C couplíng, ond the cothode and screen grid

impedances.

The ob¡ect of this paper is to ~esent o new circuit, copoble of introducing

very high compensating foctors s imultaneous Iy in both extremes of the pass-bond,

which avoids olmost 011 of the mentioned difficulties.

A block diogramme of the bas ic idea is presented in Hg. 1. In this figure,

A re~esents the conventional omplifier to be comperisoted (by conventional ampli-

fier we understond in this paper an R.-e coupled ampl¡fier with its cathode ond

screen and suppresor grids eorthed for 011 signol components)¡ for the compen-

sotion of the edge response we odded o differentiator O ond en essocieted con-

ventional amplifier Ao' connected as shown in figure 1. For the compensotion of

the flot-top response we odded a second circuit, dual in a sense to the lost mentioo-

ed, which consists of en integrotor I ond another conventional amplifier Al' as

shown in figure l. As the complete circuit is formed by On integroto.-, a differenti-

atar ond the main omplifier, the circuit is colled, briefly, the IDA unit.

In this work we consider two forms of the IDA unit. In the first one, the

exoct IDA unit, the mothemoticol operotions of integrotion ond differentiotion are

supposed to be performed axoctly or ideolly. The second one performs these

operotions with the oid of the simplest possi~le circuits and con be named,

therefore, the elementory IDA unit.

The exoct IDA unit works as follows. Assume that the input signol is o

unit step¡ we consider first the edge response. The (linear) conventionol ampli-

fier A, that iSr the omplifier whose response is to be compensated, gives os
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Fig.1. Block diogromme of IDA unit. D and I ore the differentiotor ond integrater,

respectively; A, Ao ond Al are conventional amplifiers.

G1

e¡ R1 Rg

Fig. 2. A proposed equivalent pIafe circuit of the IDA unit. The Cgp copacitance

was omitted.
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output on exponentiolly rising step; simultaneously the input signol is app\ied to

the exoct differentiator D whose output, an impulse, is amplified by Ao; as both

amplifiers, A and Ao' hove a common output terminal, the two previously mention-

rd voltoges are summed¡ because the anode time constant is the some for both

omplifiers, the omplified impulse has on exponentially decaying form of exactly

the same time constant as the output of the main amplifier; therefore we COn find

a value for the gain of Ao such as to compensate exactly the edge response; as the

impulse given by D has zero build-up time and sufficient amplitude, the final output

voltage will be o perfect step, These operations are poínted out in the first port

of fig. d. That theoretically this is the cose will be demonstrated later.

Second, we consider the flot-top response. The input signol step is exactly

integrated by the ideal integrator I and the resulting romp is amplified by Al: this

type of excitotion produces an exponentially growing signal at the outPut termirJJls,

due to the action of the R-C coupling; as the output terminals of amplifiers A and

A 1 ore tied together, the lost cited voltage can compensate exactly the sog of the

main amplifier A if the gain of the Al stoge is adequotely ad¡usted. lf this is the

case, the bass response of the conventional amplifier will be perfect, as is demon-

strated in the next paragroph.

2. ANALYSIS OF THE EXACT IDA UNIT

For the onalysis of the exoct IDA unit, we will consider Hg. 2 to represent

one of its possible equivalent circuits; in that figure, R is the parallel combinatian
1

of the three different plate resistances and the common load resistance¡ 011 the

other components hove obvious meanings and, for simplicity, we hove omitted the

grid-to-plate ond the grid-to-eathode capacitances. Then we con write for the

transfer impedance of the unitlO

1 + R CT s +

02 Rs

(s + úJ¡ ) (s + CtJ)
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where R stands for the p:ualIeI combinatlon of U
1
ond Rg; for this.approximotion

we assumed that the relation Rg» R1 holds, as is generally true in practica I con-

dition s, and we used the definition of low and high cut-off frequencies

(Í)2 = 1
RCT

respectively. Then the output voltoge is -IZm ' where I stonds for the current of.

the equivolent generotor. Now let us apply a unit step voltage signal u (t) at the

input terminals at t = O, with 011 initiol conditions being zero. We obtain for the

Laploce tronsform of the output voltage

w
---1R(g -B m. gm 1 1

---goTw)--T m02s+{Í)1{Í)2 2

(1)

B being the band-width, B = ~ - (¡JI' the ~'s ore the transconductances of the

respective tuhes and TI and To the time constants which choracterize the iL'lte-

grotor ond differentiotor, respectiv" Iy. As the Loplace tronsform of an idea I step

is proportionol to 5-1, we sholl obtoin on exact step for the output, of omplitude

g R/T w '¡fwe cancel the twocoefficients within the I:rockets in (1). These
mIli'

two independent conditions give us two independent relotions which can be used

as des ign cond ition s:

(20)
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from these we obtain, taking into account that (,)2 »w¡ in almost every case,

(2b)

H we adjust the circuit to satisfy (2), the reference gain Ar, that is, the

absolute value of the mid ..band gain, turns out ta be

A, (3 )

In (3), Am represents the (mid-bond) gain of the moin omplifier because

R = RL I\rpA \1rpo 11rpI "" RL with sufficient accuracy jf we use pentades os is custom-

ary in pulse omplifiers.

Thus we can soy thot the exact IDA unit compensates exoctly, to within

the simplifying assumptions made, the harmonic and transient responses af its

conventional amplifier and without cny olterotion in its reference gain. We include

here the harmonic response beco use zero rise-time is associoted with infinite high

cut-off frequency.

For o more precise description of the circuit, we must remove the simpli-

fying ossumptions mode¡ of them the most important refers ta the differentioting

ond integroting networks: anly with very complex circuitry can we reolize the

postuloted opercting conditions with the occuracy required to cons ider vo lid the

p-evious analysis. For practico I opplicotions, we must direct our ottention to

the simplest of 011 possible circuits. This is the sub¡ect of the followino pOro-

grophs.
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3. THE IDA UNIT WITH AN ELEMENTARY DIFFERENTIATOR

In this section we will analyze the IDA unit when it is constructed with

the elementary series N-e differentiator and he re ond in the "ext section we will

maintoin the supposition af exact integration, that ¡s, cf perfeet amplificotioo dON"

fa de.

The stroightforword anolysis af the proposed circuit (without considering

the previously omitted inter-electrode copacitances) gives for the normalized

transfer function Q (5) af the circuit

" (s) (4)

and for the output voltage when f"¡ = u (/) with zera ¡"itial conditions

'o = 1 - (1 - ~ ) exp (- I/T,)
Eo k,-1

where we hove jotrad uced

exp (- k, '/T,)k-=T
I

(5)

r:'0

As eq. (5) con hove one maximum ot mast, its time derivate can hove one

sigo inversion ot mast. lf the response given by (5) is to be monotonic, its time

derivate must maintain its sign for all positive volues of the independent variable

t. The introduction of.this condition gives one non •.trivial relation, namely,

k.'-k+l1_ a
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Now let us rewrite eq. {4} in the form

a (5)
1 + (ka + 1) T, 5

1t(T + T ) 5 + T T 52O 2 2 O

From this express ion, we can write for Elmore's rise timell YF

2
2" T,' [1 + k; - (ka + 1) l (7)

which applies only as long os (6) does. Therefore, for minimum rise ..time w ith
2

zero overshoot, (ka T 1) must hove the maximum possible volue consistent with

(6)¡ but from (6) this maximum is kt
2• Then Elmore's minimum possible rise ..time

consistent with the condition of monotonicity is ";2" Yo; jf we introduce nOW the

relation so derived

k" + 1

into the tronsfer function (4), this reduces to

a (5) =

(8)

(9)

As (9) has the sorne form os the normolized transfer function of a conventional

omplifier with perfect bass response, we see directly thot the new high cut-off

frequency is (,) = k, cu and thot the new 10-90 percent rise-time is reduced by a, ,
factor of k; 1. An ano logous treatment may be carried out for frequency response;

the best monotonic response is charocterized by on almost identical relation

k: = ka (ka +2) ond the factor in the hormonic figure of merit is approximotely

ka + 1 .. Consequently if we ad¡ust the circuit according to the procedure just de ..

scribed we obtain ka + 1 05 the maximum factor in the figures of merit with mono"

tonie responses.
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4. FURTHER REDUCTION OF THE RISE-TIME WITHOUT OVERSHOOT

We have seen that jf we od¡ust the circuit in its propased e lementary form,

occording to eq. {8}, we improve ka + 1 times the figure of merít of the maín ampl¡-

fier¡ the circuit so ad¡usted will be named .correctly compensated" and the terms

.subcompensated" will refer to the same circuit but with k (i.e., with g ) slTOllera m.
or greater than the value given by (8), respectively.

Suppose nOW that ka is so limited by whatever reason might be that it is ¡m-

possible to sotisfy (8) without undue sacrifice of the compensated figure of merít.

We can overcome this difficulty and make it possible to get the mínimum rise-time

without overshoot and without complicating the differentiator by simply adding a

new element: a small ca~citance el between plate and grid of the compensating

tube, as is shown in Hg. 3. Qualitatively, the action of this negative-different¡-

ated-feed .•back capacitor may be described by means of fig. 4. Theonalysis of the

new circuit has been corried out for the case in which CI is sufficiently small not

to alter the tronsfer impedance apIYeciably nor to introduce appreciable feedback

to the input generator. With these ossumptians we obtain, when ei = u (/) ond with

011 initial conditions being zera, after some algebraic simplifications12 irrelevant

for aur purposes, for the output valtage eol (1), ond for 1> O,

'01 (/)

2
(ka-./ + 1)

ka (ka + 1)

- s ,
• o u (1) (10)

ka (ka +1)
where So .• w and e (/) is the output voltage w ithout CI o ,In s pite= '.,. ka - k, + 1 2 o

of the crude simplificatian made, this result gives us sufficient information about

the actian of el. Mathemotically, we can describe the essentials of this action as

the introduction of o new term in the response, of a structure analogous to that of

the overshoot but with opposite signo In this way we hove introduced omple possi-

bilities of control over the rise-time and overshoot by the adjustment of some of

the circuit parameterso
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Fig.3. The modified version af the elementary IDA unit with negative differentioted

feedback through el'

D"'1U"'UO~
OUT"U'

•••• L, OU'I'",
.••• """T CO'"

.""'-'''00
1)O"U.""ATOI'
CUT.U'

CO•••••••UHO
••••• L' ••' ••

aun.,.

F ig. 4. A quolitatlve representation of the operatio" af the elementary IDA unit

with negotive feedback. The low.frequency response is assumed flat.
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5. FLAT-TOP RESPONSE WITH AN ELEMENTARY R-C INTEGRATOR

The analysis of the low.frequency response of the R-C amplifier is o little

more complex than the analogous calculatícn for the high.frequency case, due to

the degenerative effects of the eathode and screen.grid circuits. In coy case we

can reduce the normalized 1C7W and medium.frequency tronsfer function of thecircuit

to the form

a(s) s
s + W,

s + w.•
s+fJ""

where tI and {3 (both> 1) are functions of sorne circuit and tube porameters and of

the circuit configuratían; the frequencies w
1
, (.¡)k' (¡)~ are the conventiona I cut-off

frequencies of coupling, cathode and screen.grid R-C circuits, respectively. Now,

if we introduce the conventional Rd - Cd decoupling circuit in the anode li"e, the

transfer function of the circuit will take the form

a(s)

-1

where úJd is the cut"off frequency of the decoupling circuit and 6JL = (RL"Cd)

The structure of this transfer function a lICM's us to reduce it by mecns of cn ade .•

quate selection of the úJ's to the simple, convEmtioncl form

a (s)

where w is sorne frequency generally equal to or a little less tnan w • As thiso 1

reduction is always possible, we conclude that this characteristic low .•frequency

tronsfer function pertoins not only to the conventional amplifier but that it defines
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too ony classical low.frequency~ompensoted R-C amplifier, so to speak. To the

amplifier so compensated we add now a new compensation through the e lementary

R-C integrator and its associated amplifier as was described in the introduction.

To investigate the behaviour of the circuit let us suppose that ej :: u(t)

with 011 initial conditions being zeroj then we obtain for the output voltage and for

1> O.

s + (ka + 1) "',
(s + "'o) (s + "',)

(11)

We can, then, adjust the circuit for two types of response. We show how to dothis

in the next paragrophs.

a) CONVENTIONAL COMPENSATION. If in (11) we intraduce

k + 1a
(12)

e (1) 'w 1
the output voltage reduces to _0_ = e 1 for t> O. This flat.top response has

F.o
a fractional sag r, far w

I
T« 1 ;(T being some value of t) given by

[~=(J)T::, Wo T _
k+T-
a

here ~ stands far the sag of the amplifier being compensated. Let f represent the

sag factor, defined as the ratio ~/r. Then f = ka + 1; we conclude that the e le.

mentary integrator introduces a sag factor of severa I units or tens of units at least

in the first case.

b) OPTIMUM COMPENSATION. The aptjmum compensatjon js defined13

as the adjustment of the circuit constants to produce a f1at .•top response with zero
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¡nitiol slope. The introduction of this condition in (11) gives the design relotions

k k, = (13)

so the equotion for the output voltage reduces to the form

• '" te 1 1
k=I

~ kw t
e 1

From this lost result we obtain for the sag factor associated w ith this

second od¡ustmen-t f". 2k , which may ottoin very high va lues, of the a-der of sorne
r;;

hundreds if correctly designed. As on example, if the origina I sag is 10% fer

certain volue of t, and k = 10, we hove f = 200, that is, the sog is reduced te 1;20

of 1% for the same value of t o

6. SOME EXPERIMENTAL RESUL TS

With the purpose of checking some of the previous results. porticularly

those referring to the suppress ion of the overshoot, we constructed a very simple

version of the elementary IDA unit. The diagramme of the experimental circuit is

presented in figo 5; the variable cothode resistor ond capacitors allowed us to od.

just the circuit to a wide variety of working conditionso In fig.!¡ we.have plotted

sorne of our results without employing el and in figo 7 we hove an example of the

aetion of C¡e In fig. 70 we hove plotted the response of the evercompensoted

amplífier (ka = 25, p = 43); in this case we did not introdueed él and the over~

shoot ottained a very high value, of the order 20-25%; in fig. 7b we introduced CI
and reod¡usted Co for the sorne p but with alrnost no overshoot¡ this process wos

repeated in fig. 7c ond 7d until we finally reduced the rise~time 52 times but with

inappreeiable overshooto In 7e we show the best response that we eould get; in

this figure it is easy to see that, in spite of the overcompensation, the output was
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Fig. 5. Diagramme of the experimental amplifier constructed to verify the aetio"

of the differentiator U[)- en and cf the capacitar el far the cancellation

of the overshoot.

Fig.6. Transient response af the o) non-compensated and b) correctly compensoted

omplifier shown in fig. 5. The experimental factor af figure af merit was

l' = 30 with no feedback (el = O).
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Fig. 7. Sorne experimental results with varying Cv and el and constont gains

Av 125- = -_= 25). In a) the amplifier is overcompensated (factor in
A 5

the figure of merit = 43). The overshoot is 20-25%. No feedback has

been used. The response with no compensation is shown by the doshed

line; in b) el has been introduced ond Cv readjusted for the somecompen-

sOfion but without overshoot; in e) ond d) the SOrne process has been

repeated to ¡ncrease p to 52 with almost no overshoot. finally, in e) is

shov.n the best response we were chle 10 ohtoin; in this cose, the rise-

time was reduced 40 times without cny overshoot.



very fair and with a high factor in the figure of merit (p "" 40).

7. CONCLUSIONS

The theory ond the experimental results just presented ollow us toeonclude

that the IDA unit, even in its most elementary form, thaf is, consfructed by means

of the simplest aeceptoble eircuits, may introduce very high factors for the (har-

monie and transient) figure of merif and of sag, giving in every case either mono-

tonic or at least non-oseillatory responses. Even more, the characteristic over.

shoot of the overeompensafed cireuit may be reduced or entirely removed with only

the addition of o smoll capaeitance in fhe high-frcquency compensating circuif.

The eireuit is very simple and its design does not offer much difficulty.

The introduetion of the compensating circuits affects the original edge re.

sponse only through the added copacifance at the oufput terminals and introduces

no ehange in the referenee gaín. By its essentia I eharaeteristies, the IDA unit is

more suitoble for eompensoting low-gain fast-response amplífiers.

Of the different high-frequeney compensating eireuits published in the

teehnical literature availoble to us, apparently that of Golding and White previous-

Iy eited is thot which most resembles ours, but the two eireuits are not neeeessari.

Iy interchangeable ín every case; when this interehange is permissible, the IDA

unit has the advontage over Golding and White's of simplicity and, íf the cose ap-

plies, the additional possibility of low.frequeney compensatíon. lt is estimated

that with more elaborate differentiators the edge response can be improved by

faetors exeeeding one hundred. In any instanee, the parasitie inter-eleetrode ca-

pacitances negleeted ín the analysis carded out must be kept to their mínimum

realizable values.
Finally, it is interesting to remark that high and low-frequency compen-

sations ore entirely ¡ndependent of eaen other and thot one of them may be used

without regord bcing had.to the other.
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